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Spain has many great cities and towns to discover besides the outskirts and beaches. There is a
host of offering from the local interesting traditions, diverse culture and rich folklore that are so
uniquely Spain.

Every Spanish city and town or village has its own hallmark which should be given due respect and
time to appreciate its fullness. Hence, there are many well arranged day trips around Spain that
have been proven exciting and popular.

Granada, Alhambra and Generalife

This day trip allows one to be stationed at Seville where one can be picked up in the morning and
travel to Granada to experience the astounding Moorish palace; the Alhambra. This 3-hour guided
tour would allow one to appreciate the intrinsic architecture of the Moorish epoch which has made
this a â€˜must-seeâ€™ Andalusiaâ€™s attractions.

Included in this day trip is the viewing of Generalife gardens. Tourists are given two hours to roam
the historical city leisurely while enjoying their local lunch at any of their preferred shops or
restaurants.

One is taken back to Seville in the evening for a good nightâ€™s rest.

Cordoba and Great Mosque

This day trip happens only from Tuesdays to Saturdays. Tourists would be picked up from their
hotel in the morning for a delightful 3-hour guided visit to the AlcÃ¡zar, the ancient Jewish Quarter,
the astounding Synagogue and the impressive Cathedral. There is plenty of exciting history in this
city with Moorish and Christian influences.

There would be leisure time to browse around the city before heading back to Seville in the evening.

Panoramic and Monumental Seville

This day trip goes in a double-decker bus which tours the city of Seville with English information on
all sights via headphones. One can enjoy all the sights of Seville leisurely by dropping off and on the
special Seville sightseeing bus anytime of the day.

This mode of excursion allows tourists to spend more time on places which they like before moving
to other places.

Barrio de Triana Quarter

This day trip usually happens at midday where tourists can enjoy many fine regional craft and
traditional taverns which are open to cater to tourists. Triana is a typical layout of Seville where all
things traditional are found. The experienced tour guide will furnish all the interesting information
about the place.

Barrio de Santa Cruz Quarter
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This afternoon day trip unveils the heart of Seville where historical monuments are showcased;
these include the exquisite Cathedral and its Giralda bell tower, Alcazar Palace and the ancient
Jewish quarter with winding narrow streets.
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James Purefoy - About Author:
Spain offers numerous opportunities and select for all popular regional vacations : a ferienhaus
cambrils, casa costa brava, and the most beautiful destinations i.e costa brava ferienhaus in Spain,
a ferienwohnungen Estartit. 

Also read my blog at : a James Purefoy's Blog.
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